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Verso Notebook
Add some radical to your writing with a Verso notebook
Following on the success of the Verso diary, Verso are now launching a new, 
beautifully designed notebook. Inspired by the original covers of New Left Book, 
the notebook is fully lined in the signature Verso red and in a handy portable size. 
Adding some radical to your writing.

Pbk • £9.99 • 144 pages • lined • Sep 2020
978 1 83976 150 8

Verso Tote Bag
A stylish canvas bag form the world’s leading radical publisher
Verso tote bags have always been a much sought after. A few years back 
Taylor Swift was photographed with a friend carrying one of our tote bags. 
However, they have always been rare items, only available at our events, and 
through a few indie bookshops. Now, due to popular demand, we are creating 
high quality canvas tote bags to celebrate our 50th anniversary. Beautifully 
designed, hardy and designed to last, this will be the coolest item for any 
young or old lefty! Or, indeed, pop star.

Organic In Conversion 10oz Canvas • Reinforced interor • Internal Pocket  
H:40cm W: 45cm Base:14cm
£15.99 • Sep 2020 • 978 1 83976 154 6

KEY SALES POINTS

• Super stylish designs.
• Verso Radical Diary has sold over 19,000 copies over the years.

2022 Verso Radical Diary
Plan your year alongside dates of revolutionary and radical
events.
A beautifully designed week-to-view planner for keeping track of the year ahead. 
Alongside illustrations and book excerpts, it features significant radical dates 
from throughout history-including the English Civil War and Black Panther 
movement, through to the protests of 1968 and feminist emancipation , touching 
on the lives of revolutionaries such as Angela Davis, Rosa Luxemburg
and Martin Luther King Jr.

Pbk • £12.99 • 144 pages • Jul 2021
978 1 83976 332 8


